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Abstract. The Maximum Subarray Problem was encountered by Ulf Grenander in [8] for maximum likelihood estimation in pattern analysis. We are given a vector (or matrix) of numbers, and we have to find the contiguous sub-vector (or sub-matrix) which has the maximum sum of numbers in it. Apart from the original application, the problem also arises for example in biological sequence analysis ([9]).

We present here a linear-time algorithm in one dimension which is different from the one known due to Kadane ([4]), and present a way of extending it to two dimensions. To achieve the latter, we provide a new technique, the red-blue graphs, which encodes all the contiguous sub-matrices of an $m \times n$ matrix in size $O(m \times n)$.

1 Introduction

The Maximum Subarray Problem (MSP) has been studied since 1977 (see for example [2, Chapter 1] for a review). Grenander devised an $O(n^3)$ algorithm to solve the MSP in one dimension (1D). In [4], Jon Bentley presented two $O(n^2)$ algorithms, an $O(n \log n)$ one and an optimal $O(n)$ algorithm due to Jay Kadane.

Here, we present an alternative $O(n)$ algorithm for the MSP 1D. This algorithm is a reduction to a single-source maximum weighted path problem in a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). In [5, Footnote 1], the authors cite a personal communication which seems to imply this reduction, but to the best of our knowledge, this – simple but useful – reduction has not been published yet. We believe that this technique should be available in a written context.

Following Jon Bentley’s orders (Readers who feel that the linear-time algorithm for the one-dimensional problem is “obvious” are therefore urged to find an ”obvious” algorithm for [the two-dimensional problem] !), we have designed a similar technique for the MSP in two dimensions (2D). To scan all the contiguous sub-matrices of a given matrix, we introduce a new type of graphs: the red-blue graphs. With this data structure, we could nevertheless only come up with a cubic algorithm, as is the case when we extend Kadane’s algorithm in two dimensions. Algorithms exist with better complexity (Takaoka, in [10], reduced this problem to $(\min, +)$ Matrix Multiplication for which we have a
sub-cubic-time algorithm – there is an $O(n^3 \log^3 \log n/\log^2 n)$ algorithm for All Pairs Shortest Path by Chan in [6] which shares the same asymptotical time complexity, cf. [1, pp. 211–212] – leading to an $O(m^2 n \log^3 \log m/\log^2 m)$ algorithm for the MSP 2D), but we hope that this new data structure will lead to an algorithm for finding maximum weighted paths with less complexity in the future.

The main contributions of this paper are the presentations of:
1. a reduction of the MSP 1D to a graph problem with optimal complexity
2. a new data structure to scan all the contiguous sub-matrices of a given matrix

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the problem in 1D and 2D. Section 3 presents a reduction from the MSP 1D to a single-source maximum weighted path problem in a DAG. Section 4 presents a reduction from the MSP 2D to a single-source maximum weighted path problem in a new type of graphs.

2 Presentation of the Problem

2.1 MSP 1D

In one dimension, we are given a vector of $n$ numbers, and we have to find the contiguous sub-vector which has the maximum sum of numbers in it. If the vector only has non-negative ($\geq 0$) numbers in it, a trivial solution is the vector itself, and the maximum sum is the total sum. Alternatively if the vector only has non-positive ($\leq 0$) numbers, a trivial solution is the empty sub-vector, and the maximum sum is 0. So an interesting problem only arises when we look at a vector which contains both positive ($> 0$) and negative ($< 0$) numbers. Let us take the example from [4], and look at the vector:

$V = (31 -41 59 26 -53 58 97 -93 -23 84)$

75 is the sum of elements in $V[0..3] = (31 -41 59 26)$, −19 is the sum of elements in $V[6..8] = (97 -93 -23)$, etc. The maximum sum here is 187, and lies inside $V[2..6] = (59 26 -53 58 97)$.

2.2 MSP 2D

In two dimensions, we are given a matrix of $m \times n$ numbers, and we have to find the contiguous sub-matrix which has the maximum sum of numbers in it. The previous considerations about positive and negative numbers of course apply. Let us take the example from [2, Chapter 1], and look at the matrix:

$M = \begin{pmatrix}
-1 & 2 & -3 & 5 \\
-4 & -6 & -8 & -4 \\
-2 & 9 & -9 & 2 \\
3 & -5 & 4 & 1 \\
-3 & 5 & -7 & 8 \\
1 & -6 & 2 & -6
\end{pmatrix}$
6 is the sum of elements in \( M[1..3][0..0] = \begin{pmatrix} 2 \\ 3 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \), -14 is the sum of elements in \( M[0..1][1..3] = \begin{pmatrix} 2 & -3 & 5 \\ -4 & -6 & -8 \end{pmatrix} \), etc. The maximum sum here is 15, and lies inside \( M[2..3][4..5] = \begin{pmatrix} -1 & 10 \\ 8 & -2 \end{pmatrix} \).

3 Reduction of the MSP 1D to Maximum Weighted Path in Directed Acyclic Graphs

3.1 An Example

Let us look at the vector \( W = (31 \ 41 \ 59 \ 26 \ -53 \ 58 \ 97) \). We put the values of this vector as weights of arcs in a graph. Because we chain the arcs in the same order as the values in \( W \), the sum of a contiguous sub-vector in \( W \) will be the weight of the corresponding path in the graph, as shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1.](image1.png)

In this graph, \((s, v_2, v_3, v_4, v_5, v_6, v_7, p)\) is the path of maximum weight, and corresponds to the sub-vector \( W[2..6] = (59 \ 26 \ -53 \ 58 \ 97) \).
This example highlighted the reason why looking at the path of maximum weight between $s$ and $p$ gives the contiguous sub-vector of maximum sum. We will show in Sect. 3.2 that it is the case, and why doing so takes linear time.

3.2 Proof of Equivalence

In the general case, to a vector $V[\ldots n-1]$ of size $n$, we associate the DAG $G = (S, A)$ defined as follows:

$$S = \{s, p\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq i \leq n} \{v_i\}$$

$$A = \{(s, p)\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq i \leq n-1} \{(v_i, v_{i+1})\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq i \leq n-1} \{(s, v_0)\} \cup \bigcup_{1 \leq i \leq n} \{(v_i, p)\}$$

With the weights: $\forall 0 \leq i \leq n-1, w((v_i, v_{i+1})) = V[i]$ and for every other arc $a$, $w(a) = 0$.

**Property.** This graph has a linear ($O(n)$) size.

**Proof.** It has $n+3$ vertices and $3n+1$ arcs. $\square$

**Property.** This graph is acyclic.

**Proof.** There is no cycle containing $s$ because there is no arc entering $s$. There is no cycle containing $p$ because there is no arc leaving $p$. There is no cycle containing only $v_i$s because there is no arc going from $v_j$ to $v_i$ if $j \geq i$. $\square$

We can derive the topological ordering (Chapter 22) of that graph from this proof: $s < v_0 < \cdots < v_n < p$. We can then apply Bellman’s equations (3) to find the path of maximum weight between $s$ and $p$, leading to a linear-time algorithm for the MSP 1D shown in Fig. 3. Bellman’s equations lead to an $O(|S| + |A|)$ algorithm on DAGs, here $O(n)$ because $|S| = n+3$ and $|A| = 3n+1$.

**Bellman’s algorithm.**

1. $d(s) \leftarrow 0$
2. For each $x$ in $\{v_0, \ldots, v_n, p\}$ in that order, do
3. \hspace{1em} $d[x] \leftarrow -\infty$
4. \hspace{1em} For each predecessor $y$ of $x$, do
5. \hspace{2em} \hspace{1em} $d[x] \leftarrow \max(d[x], d[y] + w(y, x))$
6. \hspace{1em} End for
7. End for
8. Return $d[p]$

**Kadane’s algorithm (4).**

1. $MaxSoFar \leftarrow 0$
2. $MaxEndingHere \leftarrow 0$
3. For $i$ from 0 to $n-1$, do
4. \hspace{1em} $MaxEndingHere \leftarrow \max(0, MaxEndingHere + V[i])$
5. \hspace{1em} $MaxSoFar \leftarrow \max(MaxSoFar, MaxEndingHere)$
6. End for
7. Return $MaxSoFar$

**Fig. 3.**

We can improve this algorithm to have the same comparisons than Kadane’s ones. At each vertex $v_i$ we make two comparisons because there are two ongoing
arcs : \((s, v_i)\) and \((v_{i-1}, v_i)\). But \((s, v_i)\) weights 0, so we can initialize \(d\) with 0 and avoid looking at that arc in the loop. We will end up with one comparison, as in Kadane’s algorithm to update \(\text{MaxEndingHere}\). In Kadane’s algorithm, we update \(\text{MaxSoFar}\) at each step. Here, we compute this at the end (when we scan the predecessors of \(p\)), doing the same comparisons.

**Theorem.** The two algorithms return the same value on every input.

**Proof.** We will show that to every sub-vector \(V[i..j]\) of sum \(\sigma = \sum_{i \leq k \leq j} V[k]\) corresponds a path in \(\mathcal{G}\) of weight \(\sigma\). Then we will show that there is no other path of non-zero weight by a counting argument.

To the empty sub-vector corresponds the path \((s, v)\) of weight 0. To each contiguous sub-vector \(V[i..j]\) corresponds the path \((s, v_i, v_{i+1}, \ldots, v_j, v_{j+1}, p)\). The weight of this path is \(w((s, v_i)) + w((v_i, v_{i+1})) + \cdots + w((v_j, v_{j+1})) + w((v_{j+1}, p)) = 0 + V[i] + \cdots + V[j] + 0 = \sum_{i \leq k \leq j} V[k]\). Thus :

Each contiguous sub-vector sums up to the weight of a path. \((*)\)

By construction, there is exactly one path from \(v_0\) to \(p\), and for every \(i \in \{1, \ldots, n-1\}\) the number of paths from \(v_i\) to \(p\) is equal to the number of paths from \(v_{i+1}\) to \(p\) plus one (because there are only two arcs from \(v_i\) : the one to \(v_{i+1}\), and the one to \(p\)). And the number of paths from \(v_0\) to \(p\) is equal to the number of paths from \(v_1\) to \(p\) (because there is only one arc from \(v_0\) : the one to \(v_1\)). It leads to \((2 + \cdots + n) + n\) paths from \(\{v_0, \ldots, v_n\}\) to \(p\). Because \(s\) has arcs to each of those vertices plus one extra arc to \(p\), it leads to a total of \((2 + \cdots + n) + n + 1\) paths from \(s\) to \(p\). In those paths, we have the \(1 + (1 + \cdots + n)\) paths which correspond to contiguous sub-vectors of \(V\) (for \(1 \leq i \leq n\) there are \(n-i+1\) contiguous sub-vectors of length \(i\) in \(V\), plus one empty sub-vector), to which we add the \(n-1\) paths \((s, v_i, p)_{1 \leq i \leq n-1}\), each of weight 0. Thus :

Each path weights either 0 either the sum of a contiguous sub-vector. \((***)\)

Taken together, \((*)\) and \((***)\) imply that the maximum weight in \(\mathcal{G}\) is equal to the maximum sum in \(V\).

\[\square\]

## 4 Reduction of the MSP 2D to Maximum Weighted Path in Red-Blue Graphs

### 4.1 General Idea

The main idea is the same as in 1D: put arcs with weights equal to the matrix elements (thick plain line on next figures). The chosen chaining of the arcs ensures that we scan the columns contiguously: we chain the elements of the 0-th column, then of the 1-st, etc. The blue (normal plain line on next figures) and red (dotted line on next figures) arcs ensure that the rows are contiguous. These arcs have weight 0 like in 1D, but have additional labels for row constraints. A blue
arc labelled $x^-$ means that the path corresponds to a contiguous sub-matrix for which the 0-th (upper when we write the matrix) row is the $x$-th row in the full matrix. A red arc labelled $y^+$ means that the path corresponds to a contiguous sub-matrix for which the last (lower when we write the matrix) row is the $y$-th row in the full matrix. To be valid, all blue arcs of a path have to be labelled with the same number, and the same goes for the red arcs. As in 1D, we will see that a valid path corresponds to a contiguous sub-matrix, and its weight is the sum of the elements of the sub-matrix.

**Remark** : Of course there is a dual approach for the construction of the graph: chaining the elements of the 0-th row, then of the 1-st, etc. to ensure that the rows are scanned contiguously, and adding extra constraint arcs (the blue and red arcs) to ensure that the columns are contiguous.

### 4.2 An Example

Let us take as example the matrix $N = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 2 & -1 & -4 \\ -8 & -3 & 4 & -2 \\ 3 & 8 & 10 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$. Its associated red-blue graph is shown in Fig. 4.
Let us take the path \((s, n_{1,2}, n_{2,2}, n_{3,2}, n_{3,3}, n_{2,3}, n_{1,3}, p)\) shown in Fig. 5, which corresponds to the sub-matrix \(N[1,2][2..3] = \begin{pmatrix} 4 & -2 \\ 10 & 1 \end{pmatrix}\).

\(\star\) This path leaves the vertex \(s\) with a blue arc labelled \(1^-\). It means that the 0-th row of the contiguous sub-matrix is the 1-st row of \(N\).

\(\star\) Then it takes the black arcs weighted with 10 and 1. It means that this sub-matrix will contain these values, located in \(N[1][2]\) and \(N[2][2]\).

\(\star\) Then it takes the red arc labelled \(2^+\). It means that the last row of this sub-matrix is the 2-nd row of \(N\).

\(\star\) In the next column, the black arcs mean that the sub-matrix contains both \(N[2][3]\) and \(N[1][3]\). The blue arc still indicates that the 0-th row is 1.

**The black part** of the graph (thick plain line) shows the values inside the matrix, as in the 1D problem. We will explain in Sect. 4.3 why we put the arcs alternatively down and up.

**The blue part** of the graph (normal plain line) shows the 0-th row of the sub-matrix considered. To be **valid**, all the blue arcs in a path have to be labelled with the same number. It means that every column starts at the same row.

For example, Fig. 6 shows the path \((s, n_{1,0}, n_{2,0}, n_{2,1}, n_{1,1}, n_{0,1}, p)\) which is not **valid** because the blue arc \((s, n_{1,0})\) is labelled \(1^-\) but the blue arc \((n_{0,1}, p)\) is labelled \(0^-\). Of course, \(\begin{pmatrix} 2 \\ -8 & -3 \end{pmatrix}\) is not a sub-matrix!

**The red part** of the graph (dotted line) shows the last row of the sub-matrix considered. To be **valid**, all the red arcs in a path have to be labelled with the same number. It means that every column ends at the same row.

For example, Fig. 7 shows the path \((s, n_{0,0}, n_{1,0}, n_{1,1}, n_{0,2}, n_{1,2}, n_{2,2}, p)\) which is not **valid** because the red arc \((n_{1,0}, n_{1,1})\) is labelled \(0^+\) but the red arc \((n_{2,2}, p)\) is labelled \(1^+.\) Of course, \(\begin{pmatrix} 1 & 2 & -1 \\ 4 \end{pmatrix}\) is not a sub-matrix!

This example highlighted the reason why looking at the **valid** path of maximum weight between \(s\) and \(p\) gives the contiguous sub-matrix of maximum sum. We will show in Sect. 4.3 that it is the case.

**Remark :** Because blue and red arcs bear additional information (they have additional labels to ensure row contiguity), we cannot use standard graph algorithms to compute the maximum weighted path. If we forget these constraints and just take the maximum weighted path in the underlying weighted graph (recall that the weight of those arcs is 0), the resulting maximum weight is an upper bound for the maximum sum of contiguous sub-matrices.

In the example, the maximum weighted path (if we abstract from the row constraints) is depicted on Fig. 8. But \(\begin{pmatrix} 2 & -1 \\ -3 & 4 \\ 3 & 8 & 10 & 1 \end{pmatrix}\) is not a sub-matrix.
Bellman’s algorithm, which would take quadratic time, only gives us the upper bound 24, the maximum among contiguous sub-matrices being 22 in the sub-matrix \((3 \ 8 \ 10 \ 1)\).

In the general case, we have no more than an upper bound. It can even happen that the maximum weighted path (if we abstract from the row constraints) is disjoint from the sub-matrix of maximum sum. In Sect. 4.3 we will then only focus on valid paths, and show that finding the sub-matrix of maximum sum and finding the valid path of maximum weight is the same problem.

4.3 Proof of Equivalence

In the general case, to a matrix \(M[0..m-1][0..n-1]\) of size \(m \times n\), we associate the red-blue graph \(\mathcal{H} = (T, B)\) defined as follows:
\[
T = \{s, p\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq j \leq n-1} \{v_{i, j}\} \\
B = \{(s, p)\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq i \leq m-1} \bigcup_{0 \leq 2k \leq n-1} \{(v_{i, 2k}, v_{i+1, 2k+1}), v_{i+1, 2k+1}\} \cup \bigcup_{0 \leq i \leq m-1} \bigcup_{1 \leq 2k+1 \leq n-1} \{(v_{i, 2k+1}, v_{i, 2k+2})\} \\
\]

With the weights: \(\forall 0 \leq i \leq m-1, \forall 0 \leq 2k \leq n-1, w((v_{i, 2k}, v_{i+1, 2k+1})) = M[i][2k]\) and \(w((v_{i+1, 2k+1}, v_{i, 2k+1})) = M[i][2k + 1]\), and for every other arc \(a\), \(w(a) = 0\).

And with additional labels for blue and red arcs, that denote the 0-th and last row of the sub-matrix associated with a path containing these arcs: blue arcs that enter or leave a \(v_{1,j}\) vertex are labelled \(^-\) and red arcs that enter or leave a \(v_{i,j}\) vertex are labelled \(\)\(^+\).

Property. This graph has a quadratic \((O(m \times n))\) size.

Proof. It has \((m + 1)n + 2\) vertices and \(3mn + m(n - 1) + 1\) arcs.

Remark: The black arcs in the graph go down in the first column, then up in the second one, then down, etc. There are of course other ways of constructing a similar graph that would allow paths corresponding to sub-matrices: having all the arcs going down for example. But in that case, we would need an arc from each vertex of one column to each vertex which is upper than it in the next column. It would create \((m - 1) + (m - 2) + \cdots + 1\) arcs per column hence a cubic \((O(m^2n))\) number of arcs. If we want a less-than-cubic-time algorithm, we cannot afford this.

Property. This graph is acyclic.

Proof. There is no cycle containing \(s\) because there is no arc going to \(s\). There is no cycle containing \(p\) because there is no arc going from \(p\). There is no cycle containing only \(v_{i,j}\) because there is no arc going from \(v_{i,2k}\) to \(v_{j,2k}\) if \(j \geq i\), there is no arc going from \(v_{i,2k+1}\) to \(v_{j,2k+1}\) if \(j \leq i\) and there is no arc from \(v_{i,k}\) to \(v_{j,l}\) if \(i < k\) and \(l < k\).

We can derive the topological ordering of that graph from this proof:

\[
\star s < v_{0,0} < \cdots < v_{m,0} < v_{m,1} < \cdots < v_{0,1} < \cdots < v_{0,n-1} < \cdots < v_{0,n-1} < v_{m,n-1} < p
\]

if \(n\) is odd and
\* s < v_{0,0} < \cdots < v_{m,0} < v_{m,1} < \cdots < v_{0,1} < \cdots < v_{m,n-1} < \cdots < v_{0,n-1} < p \\
if n is even.

Nevertheless, as noted in Sect. 12, we cannot apply standard graph algorithms to find the path of maximum weight between s and p, because we need to check that the paths are valid.

**Theorem.** The sum of elements in the contiguous sub-matrix of maximum sum is the same as the weight of the valid path of maximum weight in the associated red-blue graph.

**Proof.** We will show that to every sub-matrix $N[i..j][k..l]_{k \leq l}$ of sum $\sigma = \sum_{i \leq a \leq j} \sum_{k \leq b \leq l} N[a][b]$ corresponds a valid path in $H$ of weight $\sigma$. Then we will show that there is no other valid path of non-zero weight.

To a contiguous sub-matrix $N[i..j][k..l]_{k \leq l}$, if both $k$ and $l$ are even, corresponds the path $(s, v_{i,k}, \ldots, v_{j+1,k}, v_{j+1,k+1}, \ldots, v_{i,k+1}, \ldots, v_{i,l}, \ldots, v_{j+1,l}, p)$. The weight of this path is:

$$w((s, v_{i,k})) + \left[w((v_{i,k}, v_{i+1,k})) + \cdots + w((v_{j,k}, v_{j+1,k}))\right] +$$

$$w((v_{j+1,k}, v_{j+1,k+1})) + \left[w((v_{j+1,k+1}, v_{j+1,k+2})) + \cdots + w((v_{i,k+1}, v_{i+1,k+1}))\right] +$$

$$\cdots + \left[w((v_{i,l}, v_{i+1,l})) + \cdots + w((v_{j,l}, v_{j+1,l}))\right] + w((v_{j+1,l}, p))$$

$$= 0 + (N[i][k] + \cdots + N[j][k]) + 0 + (N[j][k+1] + \cdots + N[i][k+1]) + \cdots +$$

$$(N[i][l] + \cdots + N[j][l]) + 0$$

$$= \sum_{i \leq a \leq j} N[a][k] + \sum_{i \leq a \leq j} N[a][k+1] + \cdots + \sum_{i \leq a \leq j} N[a][l] = \sum_{k \leq b \leq l} \sum_{i \leq a \leq j} N[a][b].$$

The computation is similar if $k$ and/or $l$ are odd, and to the empty sub-vector corresponds the path $(s, v)$ of weight 0. Thus:

Each contiguous sub-matrix sums up to the weight of a valid path. (i)

Let us now take a valid path in the red-blue graph, different from $(s, p)$ which weights 0. This path thus has at least one blue arc and one red arc (if it starts with a blue arc, entering an even column, the only arcs that leave this column are red ; if it starts with a red arc, entering an odd column, the only arcs that leave this column are blue). Let us call $x^-$ the label of all blue arcs in the path and $y^+$ the label of all red arcs in the path. Blue arcs enter only even columns (or $p$) and red arcs enter odd columns (or $p$). Blue arcs leave only odd columns (or $s$) and red arcs leave only even columns (or $s$). There are only two cases:

\* First case : $y = x - 1$. By construction, the $x^-$-labelled arcs can only enter or leave vertices in $\{v_{x,j} \mid 0 \leq j \leq n - 1\}$ and the $y^+$-labelled arcs can only enter or leave vertices in $\{v_{y+1,j} \mid 0 \leq j \leq n - 1\}$ (apart from $s$ and $p$). Because
\( y = x - 1 \), the only vertices apart from \( s \) and \( p \) are thus \( v_{x,j} \) vertices. Thus the path cannot contain black arcs. Its weight is 0 (an example of that kind of paths is \((s, n_{1, 0}, n_{1, 1}, n_{1, 2}, p))\).

\* Second case : \( y \geq x \). For the same reason as in the first case, the path enters the \( k \)-th even column via the vertex in \( v_{x, 2k} \) and leaves this column via the vertex \( v_{y+1, 2k} \). Thus the black arcs in that column are the arcs in \( \{(v_i, 2k, v_i+1, 2k) \mid x \leq i \leq y \} \) which have the weights \( \{N[i][2k] \mid x \leq i \leq y \} \). And the same goes in the \( k \)-th odd column : the black arcs are \( \{(v_{i+1, 2k+1}, v_i, 2k+1) \mid y \geq i \geq x \} \) which have the weights \( \{N[i][2k+1] \mid y \geq i \geq x \} \). All in all, the total weight of the arcs is \( \sum_{x \leq a \leq y} \sum_{z \leq b \leq t} N[a][b] \) for some \( z \leq t \). This corresponds to the sum of elements in the contiguous sub-matrix \( N[x..y][z..t] \).

\* The case \( y < x - 1 \) is impossible : there are no arcs going up in even columns so a path cannot enter the \( k \)-th even column at vertex \( v_{x, 2k} \) and leave it at vertex \( v_{y+1, 2k} \) if \( y + 1 < x \). The same goes for odd columns : there are no arcs going down in odd columns so a path cannot enter the \( k \)-th odd column at vertex \( v_{y+1, 2k+1} \) and leave it at vertex \( v_{x, 2k+1} \) if \( y + 1 < x \). Thus :

Each valid path weights 0 or the sum of a contiguous sub-matrix. (ii)

Taken together, (i) and (ii) imply that the maximum weight of valid paths in \( H \) is equal to the maximum sum of contiguous sub-matrices in \( N \). \( \square \)

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a reduction from the maximum subarray problem in one dimension to a well known graph problem. We think that this reduction highlights the reason why we have a linear-time algorithm for this problem.

To extend this idea to two dimensions, we have designed a new data structure, red-blue graphs, that allows us to scan all the contiguous sub-matrices of a given matrix. By looking at the valid paths in this data structure, we obtain a reduction from the maximum subarray problem in two dimensions. Unfortunately, this reduction does not “obviously” lead to an optimal algorithm. Nevertheless, we think that this data structure may help in finding a better algorithm for the MSP 2D, and maybe for other matrix-related problems that need to scan contiguous sub-matrices.

A natural extension for the MSP is searching for the \( k \) maximum sums, instead of only the maximum sum. We can allow these sums to overlap (we have an optimal \( O(n + k) \) algorithm in one dimension : [3]) or we can instead want to have disjoint sums (we also have an optimal \( O(n) \) algorithm in one dimension : [9]). It’s interesting to note, like Brodal and Jørgensen, that an alternative optimal algorithm when the overlap is allowed use the weighted graph presented.

If the 1D problem is essentially solved, there remains a lot of work in higher dimensions. We hope that in the future, part of the ideas presented in this paper will lead to better algorithms.
Last but not least, we would like to thank our advisor, Éric Violard, for his help on the writing of this article.
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